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ABSTRACT

Aims: This investigation explored the immediate effects of an altered auditory feedback device on motor behaviors associated with stuttering in monologue and conversation with and without the device and it also investigated the effects of an AAF device on stuttering frequency.

Methods: Fifteen adults with a diagnosis of stuttering and exhibited associated motor behaviors participated in this study. The author analyzed associated motor behaviors by type and frequency and statistically compared associated motor behaviors per frequency of stuttering events during monologue and conversation with and without an altered auditory feedback device.

Results: An analysis of associated motor behaviors during monologue and conversation with and without altered auditory feedback showed a predominance of associated motor behaviors involving the eyes, head, lips and hands. Altered auditory feedback significantly reduced the overall frequency of these four behaviors in monologue and conversation. Altered auditory feedback also decreased the frequency of associated motor behaviors per stuttering event in both monologue and conversation. An analysis of effect sizes associated with the statistical results revealed a larger magnitude of effect on reducing the frequency of associated motor behaviors than on reducing associated motor behaviors per stuttering event in the altered auditory feedback condition. Additionally, the Pearson correlation test designated the following positive correlations between the
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percentage of syllables stuttered and AMBs ($r=0.76$ and $r=0.74$) and percentage of syllables stuttered and AMBs per stuttering event ($r=0.56$ and $r=0.41$ in monologue and conversation respectively).

**Conclusions:** People who exhibit motor behaviors associated with their stuttering may more confidently and frequently use an altered auditory feedback device to decrease the associated motor behaviors of their stuttering in order to more easily communicate and socialize and consequently improve the quality of their life.
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1. **INTRODUCTION**

Stuttering causes difficulty in communicating, socializing, and participating in occupational activities and is often accompanied by secondary behaviors that interrupt communication by drawing increased attention to an individual’s communication difficulty. Adults who stutter produce an average of 2.33 secondary behaviors per stuttering event [1]. Secondary behaviors of stuttering are also called “concomitant,” “associated,” and “accessory” behaviors. They include motor behaviors common to all communicators (e.g., eyes blinking, head nodding, hand gestures [2]), but the magnitude of these motor behaviors and their intrusion during stuttering draw additional attention to the individual who stutters, negatively influencing communication turns. The most common secondary behaviors are motor behaviors that involve the eyes, especially blinking, squeezing, lateral and vertical movements and avoiding eye contact [3,4].

Bloodstein [5] described two roles of secondary behaviors, avoidance and escape behaviors. Avoidance behaviors occur in anticipation of a stutter in order to prevent or mitigate the stutter. Escape behaviors occur during the moment of stuttering in order to get out of or stop the stuttering event. Brutten and Shoemaker [6] also described that based on Two Factor Theory secondary behaviors are “voluntary coping responses of avoidance and escape behaviors that are secondary to stuttering”. These motor behaviors (e.g., shaking the head, moving the hands, tapping the feet, raising the shoulders, bending the head, etc.) are viewed as part of the characteristics of stuttering and may help people who stutter escape or avoid stuttering temporarily but their accumulative use adversely affects communication [5].

Sparse research exists on secondary behaviors that accompany stuttering. In addition to Zebrowski’s and Kelly’s [3] analysis of the type of Associated Movement Behaviors, Conture and Kelly [7] compared motor behaviors in children who stutter with those in children who do not stutter. Results indicated that young persons who stutter produce significantly more motor behaviors (e.g., head turns left, eye blinks and upper lip raising) during stuttering than fluent children. Specifically, young persons who stutter demonstrated 445 instances of associated motor behaviors per 300 words compared to 190 instances of motor behaviors per 300 words in children who did not stutter. Moreover, Vanryckeghem et al. [4] investigated speech-associated coping responses that adults who stutter frequently employ to cope with the anticipation and/or presence of speech disruptions and adults who do not stutter may use to cope with the occasional speech disruptions that sometimes occur in their speech. Results revealed that adults who stutter reported a significantly greater number of speech-associated coping responses (0-59 in adults who stutter versus 0-28 in adults who do not stutter) and a greater use of them than adults who do not stutter. For example, adults who stutter versus those who were fluent reported “they substituted words (82% versus 28%), avoided eye contact (64% versus 21%), looked away (49% versus 17%), interjected the sound ‘ah’ or the word ‘the’ (64% versus 17%) and used a phrase like ‘let me see’ or ‘well now’ (59% versus 17%)”.

The scarcity of experimental research on secondary behaviors is understandable. Logically, we assume that any effort to reduce the frequency of stuttering also reduces the frequency of the secondary behaviors that accompany stuttering. This logic, however, has not been investigated in detail. This study explored the immediate effects of an altered auditory feedback (AAF) device on motor behaviors associated with stuttering, which are defined as motor behaviors such as eye blinking, head nodding and others that occur right before or during a stuttering event, by statistically comparing the frequency of associated motor behaviors, in monologue and conversation with and without AAF.
Research has indicated the effectiveness of assistive devices in reducing stuttering [8, 9, 10] but has not investigated the effect of assistive devices (e.g., AAF) on secondary behaviors in persons who stutter. An AAF device offers an electronic manipulation of speech, such that a person who stutters perceives his/her speech differently in some way. A common type of AAF tool is a delayed auditory feedback (DAF) device. A delayed auditory feedback device is an electronic tool in which the user hears his/her voice through headphones after a fixed time delay of a few milliseconds. A second type of AAF, a frequency-altered feedback (FAF) device, alters the pitch electronically so the user hears his/her voice via headphones in a different pitch [11]. Several AAF devices are currently available, including SpeechEasy and the Fluency Coach (both manufactured by Speech Easy); the DAF Assistant for Iphone & Ipod Touch; the Complete Pocket DAF Solution and the DAF/FAF Assistant for Windows (made by Artefact Soft); and the Smalltalk and the Basic Fluency System (both manufactured by Casa Futura Technologies). The availability of these assistive devices to hand-held phones and computer devices suggests their wide-spread availability to people who stutter, and a robust literature [8, 9, 10, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17] suggests their effectiveness in reducing stuttering.

Unger et al. [8] examined the immediate effects of the VA 601i Fluency Enhancer (VoiceAmp) and the SmallTalk (Casa Futura Technologies) on stuttering during oral reading and spontaneous speech. Results showed a statistically significant decrease in the percentage of stuttered syllables (%SS) for all oral reading and spontaneous speech samples during active device conditions as compared to inactive device conditions, but with a small effect size ($\eta^2 = .145$) [18]. Zimmerman et al. [9] explored the effect of the digital signal processor (digital signal processor, Casa Futura Technologies Desktop Fluency System Model BTD-400) on stuttering frequency during scripted telephone conversations. Alterations in the subjects’ auditory feedback included shifting their speech one-half octave down in frequency along with a 50-ms delay. Results pointed out a significant reduction in the proportion of stuttering events with the AAF device, with a medium effect size ($\omega^2 = .59$). Armson and Kiefte [10] studied the effects of SpeechEasy on stuttering frequency, stuttering severity self-ratings and speech rate on 31 adults who stutter with and without the device. Results pointed out that stuttering frequency, stuttering severity self-ratings and speech rate were reduced in the device condition compared to the no-device condition. The effect size between the mean frequency of stuttering with and without the device was medium to large ($\eta^2 = .724$). Armson, et al. [12] examined the effect of SpeechEasy on stuttering frequency during reading, monologue and conversation in a laboratory setting in 13 adults who stutter and reported its use resulted in reduced stuttering during monologue and conversation with a small effect size ($\omega^2 = .108$). Hudock and Kalinowski [14] examined stuttering frequency with one combination of delayed auditory feedback and frequency-altered feedback (i.e., 50-ms delay with a half octave frequency shift up) and two combinations of delayed auditory feedback and frequency-altered feedback (i.e., a 200-ms delay and a half octave spectral shift down in addition to a 50-ms delay with a half octave frequency shift up) in nine adults who stutter. Outcomes revealed that stuttering was significantly reduced during both AAF conditions with a large effect size ($\eta^2=0.95$) and specifically with a greater reduction during the second condition (74%) as compared with the first condition (63%). The variability in effect sizes between studies [8, 9, 10, 12, 14] may possibly be due to variations in the speech tasks tested (e.g., reading, monologue, conversation, scripted telephone conversations, etc.), differences in the duration of the AAF delay (e.g., 50mm, 60mm, 90ms, etc.), disparities in the size of the AAF frequency shift (e.g., 250Hz upward/downward, 500Hz upward, etc.) and differences in the sample size (e.g., number of participants).

Furthermore, Stuart and Kalinowski [13] explored the effects of delayed auditory feedback, speech rate and gender on speech production of 32 fluent adults. Findings showed that there were statistically significant differences in the number of disfluencies between the normal and fast speech rate in all delayed auditory feedback conditions except in the condition which the digital processor provided a delay of 0 msec. Particularly, significantly more disfluencies occurred at 25 and 50 msec delays at the fast rate condition while more disfluencies occurred at 100 and 200 msec in the normal rate condition. Ritto et al. [17] studied the effectiveness of AAF (i.e., SpeechEasy) in comparison with behavioral techniques in stuttering treatment. Findings disclosed that both approaches indicated approximately a 40% reduction of stuttered syllables when compared...
with baseline measures. Additionally, there were no statistically significant differences between the group who used the AAF for 6 months and the group who received a 12-week treatment of combined fluency shaping and stuttering modification techniques. Foundas et al. [15] investigated the effects of the Speech Easy device in adults who stutter and adults who are fluent in control (non-active device in the ear), default (delayed auditory feedback: 60ms delay and frequency-altered feedback: +500Hz) and custom (delayed auditory feedback: 220ms delay and frequency-altered feedback: +500Hz) settings in reading, monologue and conversation. Outcomes indicated that there was a significantly greater reduction in stuttering with custom device settings than in non-AAF (control) condition and stuttering was reduced the most during reading, followed by monologue and conversation. Furini et al. [16] compared the frequency of disfluencies in spontaneous speech and reading in 30 adults, some who stutter and some who are fluent, in non-altered and delayed auditory feedback (100 milliseconds delayed) conditions. Results reported a statistically significant decrease in the frequency of stutter-like disfluencies between non-AAF and delayed auditory feedback in spontaneous speech.

In contrast to the abundance of investigations that indicated the effectiveness of AAF in reducing stuttering, some surveys showed no significant improvement in stuttering with the use of AAF. Armson and Stuart [19] examined the effectiveness of AAF in reducing stuttering frequency. They specifically assessed the effect of frequency-altered feedback during monologue and reported no statistically significant differences in the frequency of stuttering of 10 out of 12 participants. Buzzetti and Oliveira [20] explored the immediate effects of delayed auditory feedback on stuttering-like disfluencies in thirty individuals who stutter with and without the use of delayed auditory feedback. Results revealed that there was no significant decrease in most stuttering-like disfluencies except in word repetitions with the device in place when compared to no device. Design differences existed between Armson and Stuart [19] and Buzzetti and Oliveira’s [20] investigations in comparison to other investigations that may have contributed to the differences in the results. First, the age of participants in Buzzetti’s and Oliveira’s [20] study were 8-46.11mos, whereas in other studies [14, 15] the participants were adults. Second, the condition examined in Armson’s and Stuart’s [19] investigation was frequency altered feedback whereas in other studies [9, 14, 15] both a delayed auditory feedback and frequency-altered feedback were investigated.

Besides studies that exist in the literature [9, 10, 12, 21] that investigated the immediate effects of AAF on stuttering frequency. There are a few investigations that explored both the immediate and long-term effects of AAF on stuttering. Stuart et al. [22] examined the effect of an AAF device on the proportion of stuttered syllables in reading and monologue following an initial fitting and at 4 months post initial fitting and indicated that the proportion of syllables stuttered was significantly decreased by approximately 90% during reading and 67% during monologue with the device in place and remained 4 months later. O’Donnell et al. [23] examined the immediate and longitudinal effects of SpeechEasy on stuttering frequency in laboratory and daily living situations. Results indicated that all seven out of seven and five out of seven participants exhibited an immediate decrease of stuttering in laboratory and daily living conditions respectively. Moreover, four and three participants exhibited a reduction in stuttering during long term use, 9-16 weeks later, in laboratory and daily living situations respectively.

Even though there are many studies that examined the effectiveness of AAF on the frequency of stuttering, there is a lack of studies that investigate the effectiveness of AAF on secondary behaviors of stuttering. The lack of research on the effects of AAF devices on secondary behaviors of stuttering and thus the effects of AAF on communication prompted this study. We expect any reductions in associated motor behaviors to parallel reductions in stuttering behaviors, but this needs to be investigated. The aims of the study are: 1. To analyze the associated motor behaviors of stuttering by type and frequency with and without the altered auditory feedback device 2. To examine the immediate effects of an AAF device (i.e., the SmallTalk) on motor behaviors associated with stuttering as measured by their frequency of occurrence per stuttering event and compare associated motor behaviors with the frequency of stuttering during monologue and conversation with and without the device. 3. To investigate the effects of an AAF device on stuttering frequency.
2. METHODS

2.1 Participants

Fifteen participants, 18 years and older, all reporting a diagnosis of developmental stuttering, served as subjects. They were recruited by flyers through stuttering support groups sponsored by the National Stuttering Association in the Washington, D.C. metropolitan area. All were native English (n=11) speakers or identified as later English learners (n=4) (other languages spoken by later English learners are: Nepalese, Hindi and Portuguese) who self-reported to have excellent English proficiency. Thirteen participants were first-time users of an AAF device and two participants had tried a different AAF device before but had not used a device for at least six months. The participants included five females and 10 males, nine Caucasian Americans, four African Americans, and two Asian Americans.

The 15 participants underwent a pre-experiment hearing screening at 25dB HL across 500 to 4000 Hz, with a portable Beltone Electronics 119 Audiometer. All passed the screening with normal hearing in both ears. The participants also were administered the Stuttering Severity Instrument - Fourth Edition (SSI-4) [24], a norm-referenced assessment that measures the severity of stuttering based on three areas of stuttering behavior: frequency of stuttering, physical concomitants exhibited by the person who stutters, and naturalness of one’s speech. The degree of stuttering severity varied across the 15 participants. One participant identified as having very mild stuttering (i.e., SSI: 15), six identified with mild stuttering (i.e., SSI: 24, 18, 23, 18, 21 and 24), six with moderate stuttering (i.e., SSI: 25, 26, 25, 30, 26 and 26), one with severe stuttering (i.e., SSI: 33), and one participant with very severe (i.e., SSI: 44) stuttering on the SSI-4.

2.2 Instrumentation

In addition to the audiometer and the SSI-4 [24], each participant was fitted with the SmallTalk AAF device (Casa Futura Technologies) after choosing a topic of choice from a list of 10 possible monologue topics, and a topic of choice from 10 possible conversational topics (refer to Appendix A). The AAF device was set for a 50ms time delay and one octave downward frequency shift, as recommended by the manufacturer for first time AAF users. A Sony Handycam DCR-SX45/L Camcorder with a built-in microphone was set to record each participant’s performance. An additional instrument, Form 7-4 Assessment of Associated Motor Behaviors [25] allowed for identifying and recording frequency counts of associated motor behaviors (e.g., behaviors that involve the eyes: blinking, shutting, upward movement; behaviors that involve the head: shaking, lateral movement to the right; behaviors that involve the lips: pursing, invert lower lip; behaviors that include the jaw: closing, opening; behaviors that involve the fingers: tapping, rubbing, clicking) that each participant exhibited from each video recording.

2.3 Procedures

Participants were scheduled with the first author to their individual appointments at a university speech-language pathology research lab. The purpose of the research, identified steps, explanation of the instrumentation, prescreening audiometric and severity ratings were discussed as part of the informed consent process. Participants were asked about their language background and about their stuttering treatment background to assure inclusion criteria were met. The lists of general monologue and conversation topics were presented and participants were told they could select other topics if desired (refer to Appendix A).

Four steps were followed for each participant. In step one, participants were asked to talk continuously for three minutes with a timer about a topic. In step two, each participant was asked to engage in a three-minute conversation with the researcher. In steps one and two the participants were not using the AAF device. At the end of these two steps, the participants were fitted with the AAF device and steps one and two were repeated as steps three and four. All monologue and conversation samples collected in steps one through four were videotaped for comparative analysis.

2.4 Data Retrieval and Analysis

The first author identified the participants’ motor behaviors (e.g., eye blinking, head shaking, fingers tapping, etc.) associated with stuttering (i.e., motor behaviors that occurred either before or during the occurrence of a stuttering event) by frequency of stuttering in two device conditions, one without (the no-device condition, non-AAF) and one with the AAF device, and in two timed speaking conditions, monologue and
conversation. The first author identified and counted motor behaviors associated with stuttering using Form 7-4 [25] while watching the time-stamped videotaped samples. She also calculated associated motor behaviors per stuttering event and each type of associated motor behavior from the videotaped samples. Additionally, she computed the frequency of stuttering or percentage of syllables stuttered by dividing the number of stuttered events by the total number of syllables in each sample and multiplying it by a hundred. Each participant’s data were entered into a Microsoft Excel spreadsheet that was later transferred to the Statistical Package for Social Sciences (SPSS), Version 18, for statistical analysis.

A one-tailed t test was used to determine the differences between the mean scores of associated motor behaviors, associated motor behaviors per stuttering event, and frequency of stuttering in the two device conditions (i.e., no device and device) and two speaking conditions (i.e., monologue and conversation). In addition to the t test, the Pearson correlation test was used to indicate significant correlations between the %SS and AMBs and the %SS and AMBs per stuttering event.

2.5 Reliability

Intra-rater reliability was calculated on 17% of the collected speech samples randomly selected and rescored by the primary investigator four months after the original scoring. Pearson correlation coefficients were highly correlated between the original and latter scorings of associated motor behaviors (r = 0.99). Inter-rater reliability was conducted on the same randomly selected recorded samples by a research assistant from the university who was unfamiliar with the experiment but knowledgeable with stuttering. Inter-rater reliability was high with associated motor behavior measures correlated at r = 0.99.

3. RESULTS

3.1 Analysis of Associated Motor Behaviors of Stuttering by Type and Frequency

We analyzed associated motor behaviors associated with stuttering events by type and frequency across the 15 participants in both monologue and conversation without and with the AAF device. Table 1 reveals that associated motor behaviors were common in all 15 participants, regardless of their stuttering severity. It also shows that the type of associated motor behavior was spread across all 16 body parts; but those occurring most frequently involved the eyes, head, lips, and hands. These four were also most responsive to the device in both monologue and conversation. Other associated motor behaviors occurred either infrequently (fractions of occurrences across the 15 participants [see nose and shoulder]) or with wide variance across few participants (standard deviations larger than the mean [see fingers and legs]).

3.2 Analysis of Average Number of Associated Motor Behaviors and the Average Number of Associated Motor Behaviors per Stuttering Event

Statistical analysis involved the frequency of associated motor behaviors averaged across all 15 participants’ monologues and conversations and the average number of associated motor behaviors per stuttering event in the two speaking conditions. Fig. 1 shows average number of associated motor behaviors without the device was 94.27 (s.d. = 33.25) and average number with the device was 68.73 (s.d. = 32.09); paired sample t-test results were statistically significant: t (14) = 6.25, p<.01, d=0.78. The magnitude of this difference, the effect size [18] or clinical difference [26] between the mean frequency of associated motor behaviors during monologue with and without AAF is large, at 0.78. The mean number of associated motor behaviors without the device during conversation was 86.07 (s.d. = 29.06) and the mean number with the device was 62.47 (s.d. = 29.04). The difference is statistically significant: t (14) = 6.25, p<.01, d=0.81, again with a large effect size.

Fig. 2 shows a statistical difference between the average number of associated motor behaviors per stuttering event during monologue with (M= 2.59; s.d. = 0.83) and without the device (M= 3.04; s.d. = 0.75): (t (14) = 7.22, p<.01, d=0.57), with a medium effect size. Similarly, t-testing revealed a statistically significant difference between associated motor behaviors per stuttering event during conversation with (M= 2.62; s.d. = 0.80) and without the device (M= 3.05; s.d. = 0.87): (t (14) = 5.2, p<.01, d=0.51), with a medium magnitude of difference.
Table 1. Number of instances of each type of associated motor behaviors of participants in monologue and conversation with AAF and non-AAF

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type of associated motor behaviors</th>
<th>Monologue Non-AAF M</th>
<th>SD</th>
<th>Monologue AAF M</th>
<th>SD</th>
<th>Conversation Non-AAF M</th>
<th>SD</th>
<th>Conversation AAF M</th>
<th>SD</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Eyes</td>
<td>29.3</td>
<td>14.6</td>
<td>20.2</td>
<td>11.4</td>
<td>11.5</td>
<td>19.5</td>
<td>11.1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nose</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>0.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Forehead</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>4.0</td>
<td>2.1</td>
<td>2.9</td>
<td>4.1</td>
<td>3.0</td>
<td>1.3</td>
<td>1.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Head</td>
<td>17.1</td>
<td>11.3</td>
<td>11.1</td>
<td>9.8</td>
<td>19.1</td>
<td>11.4</td>
<td>12.5</td>
<td>7.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lips</td>
<td>9.7</td>
<td>4.3</td>
<td>8.0</td>
<td>6.0</td>
<td>7.5</td>
<td>3.7</td>
<td>6.7</td>
<td>5.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tongue</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>1.7</td>
<td>1.3</td>
<td>3.1</td>
<td>1.6</td>
<td>3.1</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>2.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jaw</td>
<td>4.7</td>
<td>7.0</td>
<td>3.1</td>
<td>4.2</td>
<td>3.3</td>
<td>5.3</td>
<td>2.8</td>
<td>4.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neck</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fingers</td>
<td>9.7</td>
<td>10.8</td>
<td>6.9</td>
<td>9.2</td>
<td>7.5</td>
<td>7.0</td>
<td>4.5</td>
<td>5.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hands</td>
<td>10.5</td>
<td>6.0</td>
<td>8.7</td>
<td>6.7</td>
<td>10.6</td>
<td>8.1</td>
<td>8.5</td>
<td>6.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arms</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>0.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leg</td>
<td>6.2</td>
<td>9.3</td>
<td>5.5</td>
<td>7.4</td>
<td>6.3</td>
<td>8.7</td>
<td>4.4</td>
<td>5.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Breathing</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>2.1</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>1.8</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>0.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shoulder</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Torso</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 1. Average number of associated motor behaviors under different speaking conditions (Monologue non-AAF, Conversation non-AAF, Monologue AAF and Conversation AAF). Error bars show standard deviations.

As indicated previously, the very nature of associated motor behaviors would suggest that if the frequency of stuttering diminishes, the frequency of associated motor behaviors decreases. Fig. 3 shows the percentage of syllables stuttered (%SS) with AAF averaged 6.7% (s.d. = 4.7%) and without AAF averaged 8.3% (s.d. = 6.2%) in monologue. The percentage of syllables stuttered during conversation averaged 6.2% (s.d. = 3.9%) with AAF and 7.2% (s.d. = 3.9%) without AAF. Both comparisons were statistically significant in monologue (t(14) = 2.30, p<.05, d=0.29) and in conversation (t(14) = 2.45, p<.05, d=0.26), with a small-to-medium magnitude of difference in both conditions.
Moreover, scatterplots of the individual percentage of syllables stuttered, associated motor behaviors and associated motor behaviors per stuttering event under different speaking conditions (i.e., monologue non-AAF, conversation non-AAF, monologue AAF and conversation AAF) are displayed in Figs. 4, 5 and 6 respectively. The diagonal lines represent the percentage of syllables stuttered, associated motor behaviors and associated motor behaviors per stuttering event of equal magnitude. The relative effect for improvement in the percentage of syllables stuttered, associated motor behaviors and associated motor behaviors per stuttering event is reflected in the amount of data points that fall below the diagonal line in each scatterplot. It is evident in each scatterplot that the majority of participants’ syllables stuttered,
associated motor behaviors and associated motor behaviors per stuttering event improved during the AAF condition.

3.3 Correlations between the Percentage of Syllables Stuttered and AMBs and Percentage of Syllables Stuttered and AMBs per Stuttering Event

The Pearson correlation test was used to determine the following significant correlations between variables: The percentage of syllables stuttered (%SS) and AMBs were positively correlated during monologue r(13)=.76, P<.001 and conversation r(13)=.74, P<.001 as shown in Figs. 7(a) and 7(b). The %SS also exhibited a significant positive relationship with AMBs per stuttering event in monologue: r(13)=.56, P<.01 and conversation: r(13)=.41, P<.05 (see Figs. 8(a) and 8(b)).

4. DISCUSSION

4.1 Analysis of Associated Motor Behaviors of Stuttering by Type and Frequency

One aim of this investigation included an analysis of secondary or associated motor behaviors common to stuttering. The most frequently occurring associated motor behaviors involved movements of the eyes, head, lips, and hands, and reductions of these same motor behaviors accounted for the biggest changes with the AAF in both monologue and conversation across the 15 participants. Infrequently occurring associated motor behaviors involving the nose, neck, tongue, shoulder, torso, and breathing showed little to no change with the AAF while movements of the forehead, jaw, fingers, and legs occurred with more intermediate frequency, but with such wide variability that the standard deviations were actually greater than the average data across the participants. These findings raise new questions about the immediate treatment effect of an AAF device on some associated motor behaviors and not on others and offer some thoughts and directions for discussion.

In speculating, we first offer some thoughts about associated motor behaviors involving the eyes and the head (refer to Table 1). We identified the most common associated motor behavior to involve the participants’ eyes, consistent with earlier reports [2,3,4]. Variability in their eye movements, as shown in Shipley’s Form 7-4, include blinking, shutting, upward, downward, and vertical (up-down) movements, with counts of 29 and 25 in the monologue and conversational speaking conditions before the AAF reduced to 20 and 20 respectively with the AAF. The second most frequently occurring associated motor behavior involved the head, also with five possible movements that include shaking the head, upward, downward, and lateral movements to the left side or to the right with counts of 17.1 and 19.1 in the monologue and conversational conditions before the AAF reduced the counts to 11.1 and 12.5 respectively with the AAF. As mentioned in the introduction, eye blinking, head nodding and hand gestures are common communication behaviors that occur in those who stutter, as well as in those who do not stutter [2]. It is their intrusion during stuttering that negatively influences perceptions of stuttering severity.

One direction for discussion involves interpreting our associated motor behavior analysis of the eyes and head movements, and potentially those involving the lips and hands, as movements typically associated with auditory activity during talking and hearing oneself talk. Kalinowski and Saltuklaroglu [27] suggested that the second speech signal that is the DAF or FAF signal is analogous to the effect of choral reading that is reading in unison with others, which may increase one’s fluency. Specifically, Kalinowski and Saltuklaroglu [27] speculated that AAF helps the speaker to connect his speech production with sensory perception via the mirror neuron system in which the firing of one motor neuron occurs while watching the movement performed by another motor neuron. The effect of altered audition or the impact of an AAF device on hearing oneself differently, creating a choral effect, could well be at play in explaining these outcome differences in adults who stutter.

4.2 Analysis of Average Number of Associated Motor Behaviors and the Average Number of Associated Motor Behaviors per Stuttering Event

Another aim of this study involved an assessment of the immediate effects of AAF devices on reducing stuttering frequency and associated motor behaviors in 15 adults who stutter. Our findings are consistent with previous reports that support the immediate ameliorative effects of AAF devices in reducing stuttering frequency [8,9,10,12,13,14, 15,16,17,19, 21, 22, 28, 29, 30, 31, 32, 33, 34]. Our outcomes revealed a 6.7% and 8.3% syllables stuttered in
monologue with and without the device respectively and a 6.2% and 7.2% SS in conversation with and without the device correspondingly. Findings reported here differ from those of previous researchers, however, in that the focus of the research is on the associated motor behaviors. Results revealed a 27% and 27.4% decrease in associated motor behaviors with the AAF during monologue and conversation respectively (see Fig. 1). These findings offer some thoughts and directions of discussion.

Fig. 4. Individual percentage of syllables stuttered (N= 15 participants) under different speaking conditions (Monologue non-AAF, Conversation non-AAF, Monologue AAF and Conversation AAF). Diagonal line represents percentage of syllables stuttered of equal magnitude

Fig. 5. Individual associated motor behaviors under different speaking conditions (Monologue non-AAF, Conversation non-AAF, Monologue AAF and Conversation AAF). Diagonal line represents associated motor behaviors of equal magnitude
Fig. 6. Individual associated motor behaviors per stuttering event under different speaking conditions (Monologue non-AAF, Conversation non-AAF, Monologue AAF and Conversation AAF). Diagonal line represents associated motor behavior per stuttering event of equal magnitude.

Fig. 7(a). AMB for individual participants (N= 15 participants) for different speaking conditions (Monologue NAF and Monologue AAF) as a function of percentage of syllables stuttered. The lines show the linear regression lines for the Monologue NAF and AAF data.
Fig. 7(b). AMB for individual participants (N= 15 participants) for different speaking conditions (Conversation NAF and Conversation AAF) as a function of percentage of syllables stuttered. The lines show the linear regression lines for the Conversation NAF and AAF data.

Fig. 8(a). AMB per Stuttering for individual participants (N= 15 participants) for different speaking conditions (Monologue NAF and Monologue AAF) as a function of percentage of syllables stuttered. The lines show the linear regression lines for the Monologue NAF and AAF data.
One direction for discussion involves interpreting our findings with a focus on effect size, rather than on statistical significance. The effect size between the overall frequency of associated motor behaviors associated with all stuttering events with and without the AAF in monologue and conversation was large while effect size between the frequency of associated motor behaviors per stuttering event with and without the AAF was moderate. From this research, we suggest that the larger effect sizes on the reduction of associated motor behaviors across all stuttering events and that the medium effect sizes on the reduction of associated motor behaviors per stuttering event lend greater support for the role of AAF in reducing stuttering events and associated motor behaviors altogether.

Attention to effect size is not new in experimental research involving stuttering. Herder et al. [35] reported on a systematic review of the effects of behavior interventions on persons who stutter. Their longitudinal or cumulative analysis of effect size, sample size and standard error began with Boudreau’s [36] randomized control treatment. Over time, they showed that by adding cumulative intervention effects, a shift to statistically significant effect sizes occurred in the late 1980s.

We suggest that new insights can come from comparing the clinical effects of AAF devices on motor behaviors associated with stuttering in non-randomized within-subjects research. Secondary motor behaviors can add to the perception of stuttering severity by drawing a communicator’s attention to the behaviors, potentially distracting the communicator and reducing motivation to continue as a communication partner. Associated motor behaviors have long been reported to serve two roles: one, to reduce stuttering events altogether, and two, to “escape” or shorten a stuttering event once it has begun. In our research, the larger and medium effect sizes on the reduction of AMBs across all stuttering events and AMBs per stuttering event respectively supports the effectiveness of AAF in reducing AMBs which may lead to decreasing the perception of stuttering severity, reducing the communicator’s distractibility and increasing his/her motivation to continue communicating.
We also analyzed associated motor behaviors associated with stuttering for differences between means during monologue and conversation with the AAF device (M=68.73; M=62.47) and without it (non-AAF M=94.27; M=86.07). The AAF condition generated a 27.0% and 27.4% decrease in associated motor behaviors during monologue and conversation respectively (see Fig. 1) and a 14.8% and 13.8% decrease in associated motor behaviors per stuttering event during monologue and conversation (see Fig. 2). These results are consistent with previous research which indicated that changing the way people who stutter perceive or hear their own speech back to them can change or diminish stuttering [8, 9, 10], as well as, associated motor behaviors in our study. Setting the AAF to alter both speech perception rate and speech perception pitch changed how persons who stutter heard themselves speaking (e.g., slower speech rate, lower pitch) [2] and resulted in reduced stuttering and associated motor behaviors in the 15 participants who stuttered.

Similarly, to other studies that exist in the literature [9, 10, 12, 21] our study investigated the immediate effects of AAF on stuttering frequency. To the best of our knowledge, our investigation is the first to explore the immediate effects of an AAF device on the associated motor behaviors of stuttering. Additionally, even though there are a few studies that examined the long term effects of AAF on stuttering frequency [22, 23], there are no longitudinal studies that we know of that studied the long-term effects of AAF devices on associated motor behaviors.

4.3 Correlations between the Percentage of Syllables Stuttered and AMBs and Percentage of Syllables Stuttered and AMBs per Stuttering

One more aim of the study investigated the effects of an AAF device on stuttering frequency. Outcomes revealed that there were significantly positive correlations between the %SS and AMBs and %SS and AMBs per stuttering event. Particularly, as the %SS increased the AMBs and AMBs per stuttering event during monologue and conversation increased and as the duration of stuttering increased, the AMBs and AMBs per stuttering event had the tendency to increase as well. These positive correlations help explain the results of the t-test which indicated a significant decrease in %SS, AMBs and AMBs per stuttering event when using an AAF device. Particularly, the findings of the Pearson correlations and t-tests follow logically that the use of an AAF device reduces the frequency of stuttering in PWS, and the reduced frequency of stuttering results in a reduced frequency of associated motor behaviors. In other words, PWS do not need to use as many AMBs to escape from or to avoid stuttering when using an AAF device because an AAF device decreases the frequency of stuttering. This explanation may also account for the lack of research in the area of AMBs.

5. IMPLICATIONS/CONCLUSIONS

A conclusion that the results and discussion offered here involves the positive implication AAF can have on persons who stutter. For instance, sharing the results with people who stutter could result in more confident and frequent use of AAF, not just to decrease the frequency of stuttering, but also to decrease the associated motor behaviors that contribute to perceptions of stuttering severity. Individuals who stutter may find it easier to communicate and socialize with expectations of reduced intrusive behaviors associated with stuttering. Use of AAF, then, could help diminish the fear and avoidance of social situations that require them to talk [37, 38] and could lead to more frequent communication events with others that serve to increase confidence in social situations as Boyle et al. [39] revealed self-esteem is a significant predictor of communicative participation (e.g., expressing knowledge, information, feelings, etc.) in adults who stutter. Increased confidence in social situations could then decrease the fear of stuttering.

5.1 Limitations and Recommendations for Future Research

A limitation of the current study is that the study design did not control for any possible order effect that could have affected the number of stuttering events and motor behaviors. A follow-up study is recommended with a larger number of subjects to investigate AAF outcomes on associated motor behaviors in relation with stuttering severity with two-minute conversations between conditions without AAF in order to diminish any possible order effect. This should provide insight into whether AAF effectiveness in decreasing associated motor behaviors in persons who stutter depends on stuttering severity. Another recommendation is to conduct a follow-up study with a larger number of
participants with different stuttering severities in order to examine the relationship between the effects of AAF on associated motor behaviors in people with stuttering in experimental and control groups. Investigating the effects of AAF on associated motor behaviors associated with stuttering types (e.g., repetitions, prolongations, blockages, etc.) would also contribute answers to questions about AAF effectiveness across stuttering behaviors. Pursuing prospective longitudinal studies on the long-term effects of AAF devices on associated motor behaviors in persons with stuttering. Finally, experimenting with different auditory delays and different pitch alterations is important in determining whether the two combined or either one treatment in isolation accounts for the biggest drop in associated motor behaviors. Longitudinal investigations and altered auditory timing and pitch characteristics are easily adapted to single subject designs that could well serve the greatest clinical impact.
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APPENDIX A

MONOLOGUE AND CONVERSATION TOPICS

CONVERSATION TOPICS

1. Describe your favorite sport. Are you an active participant or an observer? Why do you like the sport? How did you get interested in the sport?
2. Which is your favorite season of the year? Which is your least favorite? Why do you like and dislike these particular times of the year?
3. If you decided to move to a new location, how important a factor would the climate be in your decision? What kinds of weather do you like and dislike?
4. We have a wide selection of foreign-made cars to choose from in this country, yet some people buy only American cars. What has been your practice and why?
5. Do you own a computer? Why or why not? What do you think about computers? Are they truly helpful, or more of a status symbol?
6. What are the advantages and disadvantages of a one-story versus a two-story house? Which do you prefer?
7. In your opinion, what are the characteristics of a good friend? In other words, what do you expect of friends? What personal qualities do you look for? What would you find intolerable from a person who wanted to be a friend?
8. Do you like movies? If not, why not? If you do, tell me about one of your favorites.
9. Select a real person, dead or alive, whom you consider to be a hero. Tell me why you think of this person as a hero.
10. Who has been the best United States president during your lifetime? On what criteria did you base your choice?

MONOLOGUE TOPICS

1. How old were you when you learned to ride a bicycle? Who taught you? Tell me about that experience. Do you remember your first bike? Describe it to me.
2. If you have brothers or sisters, tell me what you remember about your relationship as children. (If you have neither brothers nor sisters, talk about what you liked and/or disliked about not having siblings.) What special treatment did they get that you didn’t? Describe the games and pastimes you remember. Did you tease each other? Who won your fights?
3. Have you ever traveled through US or elsewhere? When did you travel? With whom did you travel? What was the occasion? Tell me about some memorable things you did and saw there.
4. Tell me about a memorable sporting event you attended as a fan. Where was it? What happened? Whom were you with?
5. When did you first visit a large theme park? Describe the experience. How often do you make such trips?
6. Have you ever had (or given) a surprise birthday party? Tell me about it. Would you like another one?
7. Have you ever been to a 50th wedding anniversary party? Whose was it? How many couples do you know who have been together that long?
8. Tell me about a vacation you remember from your childhood. Where did you go? What did you do? Who was there? What was the highlight of the vacation?
9. Describe a neighbor you remember from childhood. How did you meet? What do you remember about the neighbor's home or yard? What happened to the neighbor?
10. Describe the house you grew up in. Give details about your bedroom, dining area, living room, and so forth. Is your house still standing? When was the last time you saw it? Would you like to see it again?